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The increasingly transdisciplinary context of design, where designers

collaborate with other disciplinary and domain experts, means there is a growing

need to evidence the effectiveness of design methods. We address this need in two

ways. First, we propose a ‘chain of evidence’, from motivation to claims,

operationalising this in a systematic assessment framework. Second, we

systematically review current design method research. Our results reveal that

while all links in the chain of evidence are reported across the literature and best

practices can be identified, no individual paper either reports all links or

consistently achieves best practice. Our framework and results demonstrate the

need for standards of evidence in this area, with implications for design method

research, development, education, and practice.

2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article

under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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T
he increasingly transdisciplinary context of design, where designers

collaborate with other disciplinary and domain experts, means there

is a growing need to evidence the effectiveness of design methods.

Key questions are, what do design methods claim to achieve and what evi-

dence are these claims based on? This comes in addition to method’s tradi-

tionally central role in design; helping to shape, describe, teach, and explain

our discipline (Roozenburg & Eekels, 1995; van Boeijen, Daalhuizen, &

Zijlstra, 2020).

Design methods, and their associated claims of improved performance, have

reached this status by translating research insights and best practices into

real-world impact via education and practice (Blessing & Chakrabarti, 2009;

Cantamessa, 2003; Daalhuizen, Person, & Gattol, 2014). The proposal and

study of new methods arguably forms the central pillar of design research
www.elsevier.com/locate/destud
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(impact). Yet, in contrast with almost all similarly important research impact

mechanisms (e.g., interventions in education (Levin & O’Donnell, 1999) or

health (Gottfredson et al., 2015; Grimes & Schulz, 2002)), there is no consol-

idated procedure for assessing design methods and their supporting evidence

(Gray, 2022). This undermines the very foundations of design research impact

and design practice’s credibility in contributing to social transformation.

Design methods capture key procedural knowledge to provide ‘a formalised

representation of a design activity, which functions as a mental tool to support

designers in achieving a goal, in relation to the circumstances and resources avail-

able’ (Daalhuizen, Timmer, van der Welie, & Gardien, 2019). In this form,

methods significantly contributed to the emergence of design research as a field

in the 1960s and have continued to grow in importance across domains (Jones,

1977; Roozenburg & Eekels, 1995; van Boeijen et al., 2020). However, they

have also formed the subject of heated debate, exacerbated by conflicting ac-

counts of how methods impact practice (if at all) (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021;

Dorst, 2008; Jones, 1992; Wallace, 2011), leading to a critical gap between

the importance and credibility of design methods. This gap is rooted in the

multifaceted nature of rigorous method evaluation (Daalhuizen & Cash,

2021, Figure 3; Gericke, Eckert, & Stacey, 2017, sec. 4.4) and poses a grave

challenge to design research (Lloyd, 2019; Meyer & Norman, 2020), as well

as leaving numerous disciplinese ranging from health to engineeringe reliant

on methods built on ambiguous evidence and lacking transparency. Thus,

there is a vital need to better understand how design methods and their asso-

ciated claims can be assessed.

To address this need we build on the recent work of Daalhuizen and Cash

(2021), who defined a basic understanding of ‘good’ method content,1 and

thus provide a foundation for assessing methods more generally. Taking this

as a starting point, we first develop a framework for assessing method devel-

opment, reporting, claims, and supporting evidence, before using this to sys-

tematically review and analyse current method research. Throughout, we

focus on methods that involve human activities or interaction and thus cannot

be evaluated in isolation, in contrast to more technical and/or computational

tools whose efficacy can be directly assessed. Our assessment framework and

review provide a basis for grounding the current debate on method credibility.

This substantially extends research towards a wider Theory of Design Methods

and has significant implications for method research, development, education,

and practice.
1 Background
To assess design methods, it is first necessary to clarify a common understand-

ing of what methods in design are and subsequently how research proposing

methods and reporting their associated claims can be evaluated.
Design Studies Vol 88 No. C Month 2023
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Evaluating design metho
1.1 Methods in design
Design methods broadly serve to embody understanding of design work

(Bucciarelli, 1994; Stappers & Sanders, 2005), direct design outcomes

(Araujo, 2001), and shape design education, skill development, and practices

(Andreasen, 2011; Kunrath, Cash, & Kleinsmann, 2020). They do this by sup-

porting belief formation and cognition via an interaction between method con-

tent and method user, which we call ‘method use’ (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021).

This interaction can range from almost complete offloading (e.g., via an algo-

rithmic, computer supported method such as a design structure matrix (Pektaş

& Pultar, 2006)) to cognitively intensive (e.g., via a heuristic principle such as

satisficing (Simon, 2019)), or any combination thereof (Daalhuizen, 2014).

Further, the specific focus of this support and the associated claims is as varied

as design itself (Cash, Valles Gamundi, Echstrom, & Daalhuizen, 2022;

Kumar, 2013; van Boeijen et al., 2020). For example, claims can include state-

ments about efficacy (e.g., the brainstorming method leads to a greater number

of and more diverse ideas compared to using competing methods or no

method at all) or effectiveness (e.g. the brainstorming method can be success-

fully used by multidisciplinary teams in corporate organizations to generate

ideas), as well as other direct and indirect outcomes (e.g. the brainstorming

method leads to better ideas and also shared understanding in multidisci-

plinary teams). Thus, the interaction between method content and method

user (for simplicity, and to avoid confusion with product user, we refer to

the method user throughout as ‘designer’) provides a common foundation

for understanding method impact.

In this context, it is possible to trace a logical link between a method’s support

for individual belief formation and cognition to at least: i) taskwork processes

and effects on outputs and artefacts (e.g. by fostering creativity (Chulvi, Mulet,

Chakrabarti, L�opez-Mesa, & Gonz�alez-Cruz, 2012)), and simultaneously ii)

teamwork processes and effects on team and environment (e.g. by fostering

shared understanding or affect (Vaajakallio & Mattelm€aki, 2014)). As high-

lighted above, methods have been claimed to impact all aspects of the design

process, with the ultimate contribution to more successful design work and

outcomes (Lewrick, Link, & Leifer, 2018, 2020). However, current approaches

to evaluating method impact typically focus on method’s effects at the artefact

(outcome) or organisation level (Andreasen, Thorp Frey & Dym, 2006;

Hansen, & Cash, 2015), and thus provide little insight into the relationship be-

tween the basic method/designer interaction and the ultimate impact. This is

particularly problematic because design methods are typically heuristic in na-

ture, and thereby enhance chances of producing desirable outcomes, rather

than guaranteeing them. This means that good methods that are used properly

might be discarded based on undesirable outcomes.
ds
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This disconnect between method function and impact evaluation lies at the

heart of methodological debate; perhaps best illustrated by Christopher Alex-

ander’s dual role as both a founding father of the methods movement and one

of its greatest critics (Alexander, 1971). Central to his criticism was the over-

emphasis on method development at the expense of understanding of how

methods work and emost importantly e how they contribute to better design

practices and real-world impact. As illustrated in this section, this challenge is

as vital today as it was in Alexander’s time. Hence, there is a pressing need to

better align understanding of method function and impact in the discussion

and assessment of methods. This is essential to fostering a more mature and

robust research culture around method development, testing, and

dissemination.
1.2 Evaluating methods
Current evaluation efforts largely focus on criteria related to consistency and

overall impact in terms of design outcomes (Frey & Dym, 2006; Vermaas,

2016). This neglects the key method/designer interaction (see Section 1.1)

(Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021; Daalhuizen et al., 2019). For example, a prototyp-

ical evaluation framework in the current design literature is the validation

square (Seepersad et al., 2006; Vermaas, 2016). This deals with the internal

coherence and consistency of method content in terms of evaluating

algorithm-like procedures that require information and resources to be pro-

cessed to produce design outputs, independent of both designer and purpose.

While internal consistency is essential to methods’ function, the recent work of

Daalhuizen and Cash (2021) demonstrates that content is processed by de-

signers with respect to a method’s purpose or goal, and therefore content, pur-

pose, and designer response are related. Hence, Daalhuizen and Cash (2021)

expand the scope of method evaluation by treating both the internal concep-

tual coherence of a method and the interaction between the method and the

designer.

Daalhuizen and Cash (2021) operationalise this understanding in four key

properties of ‘good’ method content. These broadly align with conceptualisa-

tions of ‘good’ theory and efficacy (Flay et al., 2005; Wacker, 2008), and ‘good’

artefacts and effectiveness (Araujo, 2001; Daalhuizen, 2014), and include

(from Daalhuizen and Cash (2021, Figure 3)).

� Defined: The major content variables are logically complete, coherent (i.e.

not conflicting), and unambiguously described; and the domain of opera-

tion is clear i.e. designers understand in what context(s) the method will

perform as described;

� Predictable: The internal structure of the method is understandable and pre-

dictable i.e. designers can predict how altering one variable will impact the
Design Studies Vol 88 No. C Month 2023
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Evaluating design metho
other variables; and the outcome(s) of interacting with the content is under-

standable and predictable within the domain of operation;

� Useable: The method is accessible, understandable, and credible to the

designer;

� Desirable: The outcome(s) of interacting with the method is appropriate

and valuable.

Based on these properties, Daalhuizen and Cash (2021) predict that method

performance will be negatively impacted by incomplete reporting of the con-

tent, conflict between the content elements, and conflict between the content

and designer/use context. Some of these properties have been operationalized,

for example by Tromp and Hekkert (2016) who define process quality, process

efficiency, and design quality as key measures to evaluate effect-driven design

methods. The four properties of ‘good’ method content broadly complement

prior work on method development by elaborating Daalhuizen et al.’s

(2019) discussion of types of methodological elements and their internal hier-

archy, as well as Gericke et al.’s (2017) distinction between method evaluation

and validation.

More generally, these properties provide an initial basis for evaluating the con-

tent of design methods, which broadly mirrors assessment frameworks in

related fields such as software engineering (Kitchenham et al., 2002;

Kitchenham, Dyba, & Jorgensen, 2004) and prevention science (Flay et al.,

2005; Gottfredson et al., 2015). However, this only treats the reporting of

the method itself and thus neglects the other major aspect affecting the credi-

bility of methods i.e. the robustness of the supporting evidence for methodo-

logical claims (Cash, Daalhuizen, & Hay, 2022; Gottfredson et al., 2015;

Kitchenham et al., 2004; Prochner & Godin, 2022). For example, Tromp

and Hekkert (2016) argue for the need to combine qualitative and quantitative

evidence to credibly evaluate a method, while Vermaas (2016) critiques expert

justifications and highlights robust empirical evidence as essential to credible

method validation. Similarly, Olewnik and Lewis (2005) discuss how valid de-

cision support methods should be logical, use reliable information, and not

bias the designer, and use this as a basis for evaluating the evidence used to

support method claims. Thus, while Daalhuizen and Cash’s (2021) framework

complements prior design research on method development, method content

and evaluation (Olewnik & Lewis, 2005; Tromp & Hekkert, 2016; Vermaas,

2016), this must be contextualised with respect to its supporting research

claims.
1.3 Evaluating research claims
Fundamental to evaluating research claims, as well as communicating their

significance to practitioners, is understanding how they are supported by evi-

dence derived from the research and development process (Flay et al., 2005).
ds
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However, while the importance of assessing evidence has been highlighted by

several authors (Cash, 2018; Cross, 2012; Reich, 2010) there are few current

standards for evidence evaluation in design research (Cash, 2018). This further

contrasts with fields developing interventions akin to design methods,

including software engineering (Kitchenham et al., 2004), management

(Bansal & Corley, 2011), education (Levin & O’Donnell, 1999), and all areas

of health (Glasgow & Emmons, 2007; Grimes & Schulz, 2002). Despite this

deficit in design research, there is a remarkable degree of commonality across

fields, especially in relation to evaluating interventions influenced by interac-

tion with a method user (as with design methods; Levin & O’Donnell,

1999). Hence, it is possible to build on these standards in developing an under-

standing of claims supporting design methods.

In this context, two works are particularly relevant. First, Gottfredson et al.

(2015) describe standards for evaluating the research and development pro-

cess, from theory to ‘effective’ recommendations for practice. Second,

Grimes and Schulz (2002) describe standards for evaluating evidence for

causal research claims (e.g. relating an intervention to increased performance).

Together these highlight the need to not only evaluate the intervention itself

(as in Section 1.2), but also: i) the rationale for the specific intervention based

on prior research and real-world practice; ii) the development of the interven-

tion, including the key decisions taken and how these are grounded in

research; and iii) the nature of the claims being made, their extent and scope

of relevance (e.g. contextual bounding), and the evidence that is being used

to support these. Coupled with the properties of ‘good’ method content out-

lined in Section 1.2, these provide a basis for developing an assessment frame-

work for design methods.
2 Building a systematic assessment framework for design
methods
Bringing together the literature from Section 1 it is possible to build a basic

lens for understanding the assessment of design methods from conception to

application. This forms a logical chain of evidence from initial insights

regarding the need, through development, to claimed impact, anchored

around the method content (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021). We conceptualise

this chain with respect to five major links as illustrated in Figure 1: method

motivation (Section 2.1), method nature (Section 2.2), method development

(Section 2.3), method content (Section 2.4), and method claims (Section

2.5). Weaknesses in any of these links diminishes the strength of the whole

chain, and ultimately the design method itself. This forms the conceptual basis

for our assessment framework, which we operationalise in Table 1 (and detail

in Sections 2.1e2.5).
Design Studies Vol 88 No. C Month 2023
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Figure 1 The chain of evidence supporting the proposal of a design method with assessment elements listed below each link, and alignments be-

tween elements indicated by the coloured threads

Evaluating design metho
Important to note here, is that no assessment framework can exhaustively cap-

ture every aspect of method research and the associated ecosystem of method

producers, promoters, users, and wider ‘market’ (for lack of a better term) of

methods available in the wild. Therefore, we explicitly limit our focus to eval-

uating the robustness of the research supporting the proposal of a method and

hence an understanding of its likely reliability in fulfilling its claims. This focus

on the endogenous elements of method assessment implies two important ex-

clusions relevant to the broader discussion of design methods.

First, the ‘good’ artefact property of desirability goes far beyond the scope of

endogenous assessment criteria. Just as with products, desirability is also

linked to users’ perceptions of value or novelty, marketing, branding, and

many other exogenous factors beyond the content of a method and its sup-

porting evidence (many of which are little acknowledged in academic report-

ing, including in our sample of papers). Second, and following the same

logic, we also consider method adoption, popularity, or other similar assess-

ment criteria beyond the scope of endogenous assessment. Again, such out-

comes are highly dependent on exogenous factors including marketing as

well as the producers and promoters of a method and can often completely

overshadow endogenous factors in user decision making (just as with products

and their marketing). Hence, we exclude exogenous factors related to the

method ecosystem or adoption unless there are specific claims being made

about this in the reporting of the method itself.

With these exogenous exclusions in mind, Figure 1 illustrates the chain of ev-

idence together with the endogenous assessment elements associated with each
ds
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Table 1 A proposed systemat

method content theory (Daalh

Element O

Method motivation

Context of need Pract
Educ
Rese
Not

Need claims Effica
Effec
Disse
Not

Need sample Stude
Pract
Both
Not

Method nature

Nature Princ
Appr
Strict
Tool
Temp

Purpose Supp
Supp
Supp
Not

Method development

Development
process
supporting
evidence

Expe
opini
Rese
Singl
Mult
Expe
RCT
Not

Process sample Stude
Pract
Both

Method content

Method goal Speci
Prior
Not

Method
procedure

Speci
How
Purp
link. Further, it highlights alignments between these elements that can

strengthen or weaken the overall chain. For example, alignment between the

need sample and the claim sample ensures that claims are being recontextual-

ised in the same general group from which the motivation for the method

emerged. For details of each assessment element see Table 1.
ic assessment framework for design methods, from need to impact (see Figure 1), building on

uizen & Cash, 2021)

perationalisation Description based on literature

ice Multiple choice: Where does the need for the method
originate? This includes the major sources of insight in
design research following Cash (2018, 2020)

ation
arch
Reported
cy Multiple choice: What is the extent of the need claim? This

includes efficacy (validity), effectiveness (scale of impact),
and dissemination (scope of applicability) following
Daalhuizen and Cash (2021) and Gottfredson et al. (2015)

tiveness
mination
reported
nts Selection: From what sample is evidence for the need

derived? This includes the major sub-samples typically
recognised in design research following Atman et al. (2007)

itioners

reported

iple Multiple choice: What is the nature of the method? This
ranges from generic principles that do not necessarily say
what to do to templates describing the structure of a specific
output (Lewrick et al., 2020; van Boeijen et al., 2020)

oach
method

late
ort practice Selection: What is the general purpose of the method? This

includes the major impact areas typically recognised in
design research (Meyer & Norman, 2020; Zielhuis et al.,
2022)

ort education
ort both
reported

rt practitioner
on

Selection: What approach has been used to generate
evidence to inform method development? This ranges from
expert opinion to Randomised Controlled Trails (RCTs))
adapted from the generic evidence hierarchy by Grimes and
Schulz (2002). While RCTs are not expected for
development they are included for completeness in terms of
levels of evidence.

arch through design
e case
i-case
riment

reported
nts Selection: What sample has been used to inform method

development e.g. via prototyping with students? Again,
following Atman et al. (2007)

itioners

fic goal(s) Selection: What is the goal(s) of the method? This includes
the specific goal the method is to contribute to, its scope,
and degree of flexibility building on Lee, Bobko, Earley,
and Locke (1991)

itisation or hierarchy
reported

fic steps Selection: What are the steps in the method? This includes
the structural knowledge about a specific way to reach a
goal building on Roozenburg and Eekels (1995)

to complete steps
ose of steps

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Element Operationalisation Description based on literature

Method
framing: i)
Context

Description Selection: In what context can the method be applied? This
includes several dimensions: i) organisational and
environmental context of use, ii) task or type of action
involved, and iii) positioning or relation to the wider design
process, building on various descriptions of method staging
(Andreasen, Thorp Hansen, & Cash, 2015; Badke-Schaub,
Daalhuizen, & Roozenburg, 2011; Gericke et al., 2017)

. with explicit
boundaries
Not reported

Method
framing: ii)
Task

Description
. with explicit
boundaries
Not reported

Method
framing: iii)
Positioning

Description
. with explicit
boundaries
Not reported

Method
framing:
Prerequisites

Required competences Multiple choice: What is needed to stage the method? This
includes the prerequisites or resources necessary for
successful use (Andreasen et al., 2015; Badke-Schaub et al.,
2011; Gericke et al., 2017)

Required materials
Required resources
Required knowledge

Method
rationale

Goal(s) success criteria Multiple choice: What is the performance-goal relationship
for the method? This includes how to evaluate if you have
succeeded, when to end, and how to reflect on progress with
respect to the method’s goal(s) in its specific domain and
context of use. Again, building on Lee et al. (1991)

Goal(s) end conditions
Rationale for above
criteria
Support to reflect on
progress/goal completion
Not reported

Method mindset Values and beliefs Multiple choice: What is the required method mindset? This
includes descriptions of underlying values and beliefs and
basic working principles building on Andreasen (2003)

Working principles
Not reported

Research basis Logical speculation or
inductive reasoning

Selection: What is the basis for the components
incorporated in the method? This includes the logic behind
translation from grounding research to method content,
and the associated implicit or explicit expectations for its
performance, building on Cash (2020) and Colquitt and
Zapata-Phelan (2007)

References to past
findings
Existing conceptual
arguments
Existing models,
diagrams, or figures
Existing theory

Method claims

Claimed
outcomes

Efficacy Multiple choice: What is the extent of the outcome claim?
Again, following Daalhuizen and Cash (2021) and
Gottfredson et al. (2015)

Effectiveness
Dissemination

Claim
evidence)

Expert practitioner
opinion

Selection: What approach has been used to generate
evidence to inform method claims? Again, following Grimes
and Schulz (2002) ) Iterated for each claimResearch through design

Single case
Multi-case
Experiment
RCT
Not reported

Claim sample) Students Selection: From what sample is evidence for the claim
derived? Again, following Atman et al. (2007) ) Iterated for
each claim

Practitioners
Both

Evaluating design methods
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2.1 Method motivation: why is the method needed?
Evaluation of the validity and impact of a method logically builds on a foun-

dational understanding of the need(s) that it addresses. Without this, success

claims become detached from context. Thus, specification and evidence for

need(s) forms the first link in our chain (Figure 1).

Three elements are required to understand need. First, where does the need for

the method originate: practice, education, and/or research (following the ma-

jor sources of insight typically found in design research (Cash, 2018, 2020))?

This provides an initial context essential to understanding the later validity

of causal claims (Wacker, 2008).

Second, what is the claimed extent of the need: efficacy (i.e., the validity of the

need), effectiveness (i.e., the scale of the need), and/or dissemination (i.e., the

generalisability of the need) (adapted from Gottfredson et al. (2015) and

Daalhuizen and Cash (2021))? This provides the basis for understanding the

extent of causal claims (Wacker, 2008).

Third, from what sample is evidence for the need derived: students and/or

practitioners (following the major sub-samples typically found in design

research (Atman et al., 2007; Cash, Isaksson, Maier, & Summers, 2022))?

This again informs understanding of the context of the need and provides a

first point of alignment across the chain. For example, if a need is based in

practice but evidence is drawn from student samples during method develop-

ment or testing then potential weaknesses in the chain could emerge (Figure 1).

Together, these three elements serve to evaluate the specificity and evidence for

the method need. While these do imply a gap in the wider method market (i.e.,

the need is at least relevant to the sample reported in the motivation) they pri-

marily deal with the claims made in the research itself and thus generalisation

to the whole method ecosystem and systematic positioning of originality and

market research are not the focus here.
2.2 Method nature: what type of method is it?
Evaluation of method performance requires a reference frame for its intended

purpose. For example, some methods are intended to provide general, abstract

guidelines that are contextually adapted and applied by the designer (e.g.,

some versions of design thinking (Brown, 2008)), while others intended to pro-

vide a more constrained framework that will lead to repeatable outcomes

across designers (e.g., many versions of the design structure matrix (Pektaş

& Pultar, 2006)). Such differences can substantially impact howmethod claims

should be evaluated in terms of their generalisability (Wacker, 2008). Thus,

specification of method type forms the second link in our chain (Figure 1).
Design Studies Vol 88 No. C Month 2023
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Evaluating design metho
Two elements are required to understand type. First, what is the nature of the

method? Despite the widespread use of the term ‘method’, this has substan-

tially different meanings across the design research literature. Cutting across

this variation, the key criteria affecting evaluation of causal claims is general-

isability i.e., their sensitivity to method user and context (Wacker, 2008).

Therefore, we build upon Daalhuizen et al.’s (2019) logic for method catego-

risation based on the scale of the cognitive support offered. Here, we contend

that the greater the support the less the (particularities of the) designer and

context will impact method outcomes. Hence, we identify five distinct types

of methods commonly found in the literature (Lewrick, Link, & Leifer,

2020; van Boeijen et al., 2020): i) values and principles that guide overall

work (e.g., principles of sustainable design or user-centered design), ii) ap-

proaches that structure a whole process (e.g. the Vision in Design method;

van Dijk & Hekkert (2011), or Product Development Process; Ulrich and Ep-

pinger (2008), iii) strict methods that structure sequences of tasks (e.g. mind

mapping or Quality Function Deployment (QFD)), iv) tools that support

tasks (e.g. PrEmo; Desmet (2018), or CAD software), and v) templates that

structure the output of actions (e.g. business model canvas; Osterwalder,

Pigneur, Oliveira, and Ferreira (2011) or the eco-design strategy wheel; van

Boeijen et al. (2020)). This provides the basis for understanding the generality,

abstraction, and contextual bounding of a method with respect to design work

(Wacker, 2008).

Second, what is the general purpose of the method (as opposed to the specific

goal, see Section 2.4): supporting practice and/or education (following the ma-

jor impact areas in design research (Meyer & Norman, 2020; Zielhuis,

SleeswijkVisser, Andriessen, & Stappers, 2022))? This provides a frame of

reference for testing of causal claims (Wacker, 2008), and a second point of

alignment across the chain. For example, a need may emerge from practice,

but a method may be directed towards education, and then tested in practice

and/or education. As such, clarification of alignment between these contexts

and samples is needed to avoid weakness in the chain. Together, these two el-

ements serve to evaluate the specific method type, providing a reference frame

for the rest of the chain (Figure 1).
2.3 Method development: how is the method designed?
Evaluation of developmental robustness builds on an understanding of the ev-

idence used to support key choices during the development of a method

(Gottfredson et al., 2015; Vermaas, 2016). Thus, specification and evidence

for development decisions forms the third link in our chain (Figure 1).

Two elements are required to understand development. First, what approach

has been used to generate evidence to inform method development decisions?

As this typically deals with the use of evidence to support causal claims, we
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follow a widely accepted hierarchy of evidence in this context (Grimes &

Schulz, 2002). This provides the basis for understanding the support for key

decisions that might impact method content or claims (Gottfredson et al.,

2015).

Second, what sample has been used to inform method development: students

and/or practitioners (again following Atman et al. (2007))? This again informs

understanding of the context of the development and provides a third point of

alignment across the chain. While there are many other details required for

replicability, these two elements serve to evaluate specificity and evidence

for method development.
2.4 Method content: how does the method work?
Evaluation of method efficacy is underpinned by understanding of method

content (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021; Seepersad et al., 2006), as well as how

this has been translated from basic research (Gottfredson et al., 2015). This

is a key feature of design methods as an output of design researche as opposed

to design practice. Thus, specification of method content and its basis in design

research insights forms the fourth link in our chain (Figure 1).

Two elements are required to understand content. First, what does the method

comprise? Here, we build directly on the model of method content proposed by

Daalhuizen and Cash (2021), which includes the five main components listed

below. This provides the basis for understanding the key concepts and rela-

tionships that define how a method functions, as a foundation for explanation,

prediction, and causal claims (Wacker, 2008). Notably, these reflect the re-

ported content of the method itself and thus provide several points of align-

ment with the wider supporting research across the chain, as highlighted

and exemplified with the Contextmapping method (listed in van Boeijen

et al., 2020) below.

� Method Goal: the explicit description of the goals and their prioritization a

method aims to help achieve through method use (related to Sections 2.1

and 2.2). For example, the contextmapping method describes its goal as

helping designers create solutions that fit people’s needs.

� Method Procedure: the explicit description of the structural activities

involved in the proper use of the method and their relative chronological

and logical ordering (related to Section 2.2). For example, the contextmap-

ping method describes its procedure in three steps for collecting and

communicating user insights: preparation and sensitizing, generative assign-

ments, and analysis and ideation.

� Method Framing: the explicit description of the scope of use setting

(including context, task, and positioning) and its implications and prerequi-

sites for method use. For example, the contextmapping method described
Design Studies Vol 88 No. C Month 2023
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that it is to be preferably used in the pre-concept stage and as part of co-

design or co-creation processes.

� Method Rationale: the explicit description of the performance-goal relation-

ship and motivations underlying the goals of the method (related to Section

2.1). For example, the contextmapping method describes that it helps un-

cover users’ latent knowledge that helps to empathize with intended users.

� Method Mindset: the explicit description of the set of values, principles, un-

derlying beliefs, and logic that inform method use. For example, the con-

textmapping method describes that a core value is that the people

designers design for are the expert of their own experiences and that de-

signers should respect this.

Second, what is the basis for the components incorporated in the method? This

follows the idea that methods embody research-based understanding of design

work (Daalhuizen, 2014; Gray, 2022; Stappers & Sanders, 2005). Hence, the

translation from research insight to a functional method constitutes some

form of test (even if only implicitly). Therefore, it is possible to follow the

acknowledged schema for assessing such translation provided by Colquitt

and Zapata-Phelan (2007), and recently applied in design research by Cash

(2020). This provides the basis for understanding the robustness of the

research logic underpinning method content. Together, these two elements

serve to evaluate the specificity and research grounding of the method content.
2.5 Method claims: what is the Method’s impact?
Evaluation of claimed impact builds on the robustness of evidence for both the

basic functionality of a method, as well as its ability to address its intended

need/purpose in context (Daalhuizen & Cash, 2021; Gottfredson et al.,

2015). These form a logical specification of and counter point to the claimed

needs (Section 2.1). Thus, specification and evidence for claims forms the final

link in our chain (Figure 1).

Three elements are required to understand claims. First, what is the extent of

the outcome claim(s): efficacy (i.e., the functional predictability and validity of

the method), effectiveness (i.e., the usability and scale of its impact in context),

and/or dissemination (i.e. the desirability and general uptake) (adapted from

Gottfredson et al. (2015) and Daalhuizen and Cash (2021))? This provides

the basis for understanding the specific nature of the claims being made,

providing a reference frame for subsequent testing methods and evidence

(Gottfredson et al., 2015).

Second, what approach has been used to generate evidence to inform each

method claim? Due to the typical focus on causal claims (i.e., the method im-

proves .) we again follow the hierarchy of evidence provided by Grimes and
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Schulz (2002). This provides the basis for understanding the robustness of the

support for each claim (Gottfredson et al., 2015).

Third, from what sample is evidence for the claim derived: students and/or

practitioners (again following Atman et al. (2007))? This again informs under-

standing of the context of the claim and provides a final point of alignment

across the chain. Together, these three elements serve to evaluate the specificity

and evidence for the method claims. As with motivation, while these do imply

a contribution to the wider method market (i.e., the method is at least relevant

to the degree reported in the claim) they primarily deal with the claims made in

the research itself and thus generalisation to the whole method ecosystem and

evaluation of potential uptake or market buy-in are beyond the scope of these

elements.

Bringing together the criteria discussed in this section, we can propose an

assessment framework for design methods, which systematically evaluates

each link in the chain of evidence (Figure 1). Table 1 provides an overview

of this assessment framework, detailing each link, their major elements, oper-

ationalisation, and description based on literature.
3 Method
To provide a foundation for field development and ground current debate, we

conducted a systematic review of recent research proposing a design method,

following the updated PRISMA guidelines (Page et al., 2021). Here, our inten-

tion was not to characterise the whole history of methods research, but rather

establish the current state of design methods research as a basis for moving

forward as a field. Given this aim the review comprised three main phases:

(1) identification of design research proposing a method via search of major

design journals, (2) screening the records and eligibility assessment according

to pre-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, and (3) inclusion of eligible re-

cords in the final sample for further review and analysis. The PRISMA flow

diagram summarising our process is presented in Figure 2.

While the PRISMA approach was developed primarily as a guide for meta-

analyses and systematic reviews of health interventions, such as clinical trials,

the 27-item checklist and flow diagram are applicable for other types of sys-

tematic reviews (Page et al., 2021). This provides a standard approach, which

has been applied in several recent reviews of design research (e.g., see Hay et al.

(2017)). In this paper, we focus on current research proposing new methods

bounded by two main criteria. First, we only consider methods published in

recognised design research journals for two main reasons: i) these represent

the ‘best’ of the field with more stringent peer review and acceptance criteria

than either conferences or books (especially with respect to the provision of
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Figure 2 The PRISMA flow diagram specific to the literature review presented in this paper, based on Page et al. (2021)

Evaluating design metho
supporting evidence) and ii) these reflect a bounding of the design research

domain recognised within the field itself (Cash, 2018; Gemser, de Bont,

Hekkert, & Friedman, 2012). Notably, we exclude textbooks and method re-

positories (where most method descriptions are found) because these primarily

focus on dissemination and hence do not typically report underlying research

and evidence (Figure 1). Second, we only considered methods published in

2020, due to these representing the most current still unaffected by the poten-

tial limitations of the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., limiting data access).
3.1 Article selection process
The search was conducted based on the journal list developed by Gemser et al.

(2012), which is widely recognised in the community as identifying top design
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Table 2 Review inclusion and

Criteria

Quality

Publication date
(2020)
Proposal of a
method
research journals. Again, as our focus is on establishing the current best case,

we deliberately focus on a limited set of journals recognised as leaders in the

field. Due to this focus, we were able to review every paper published in

2020 across all six journals summarised in Table 2. This resulted in a total

of 695 records identified.

Following this, records were screened by a trained research assistant based on

the title and abstract. Here, 231 records were excluded as immediately out of

scope (e.g., reporting general design research and not including the proposal of

a newmethod), not retrievable (n¼ 3) or not being a research article (n¼ 8). A

second round of screening examined the remaining 106 records, which were

screened based on the full text. Again, records were excluded if they did not

propose a specific method that fell within the basic definition summarised in

Table 2 (e.g., reporting a conceptual framework that could be applied by a

designer but was not claimed as a specific method or ‘methods’ that were

purely computational and thus eliminated interaction between method and

designer). This resulted in a final selection of 18 records. The full list of inclu-

sion and exclusion criteria applied can be found in Table 2.
3.2 Article analysis process
To analyse the 18 records selected for the review, we used a multi-part coding

process. First, we coded the records for background information like applica-

tion area, research context, etc. Second, we analysed selected records accord-

ing to the elements of our proposed assessment framework (Table 1). The first

round of analysis was performed by a trained research assistant. Training

happened iteratively, starting with an explanation of the assessment frame-

work after which the research assistant analysed three records, noting down

any doubts that arose during analysis. After this, one of the authors and the

research assistant discussed the analysed records and resolved all instances

of doubt. After training, the research assistant analysed all records, again

marking any instances of doubt. The second round of analysis was performed
exclusion criteria

Explanation

Publication in top general design research outlets as recognised by the design research
community (Gemser et al., 2012): Design Studies, Design Issues, Journal of Engineering
Design, International Journal of Design, The Design Journal, Journal of Design
Research
Most recent publication date unambiguously unaffected by potential data access
limitations introduced by the COVID-19 pandemic
Proposal of a contribution corresponding to the definition: ‘a formalised representation
of a design activity, which functions as a mental tool to support designers in achieving a
goal, in relation to the circumstances and resources available’ (Daalhuizen et al., 2019).
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by one of the authors during which all instances marked in the previous round

were analysed and resolved.
4 Results
In this section we first provide an overview of the reviewed records before de-

tailing the outcomes of our analysis.
4.1 Descriptive summary
Of the initial set of 695 records 18 were found to contain a method proposal.

These were distributed across the surveyed journals:Design Studies (3), Design

Issues (0), Journal of Engineering Design (8), International Journal of Design

(3), The Design Journal (4), Journal of Design Research (0). Further, they tar-

geted a wide range of design practices, including, ideation (3), development

(10), modelling (2), and evaluation (3). Similarly, they covered an array of con-

texts from manufacturing and engineering design to participatory and co-

design applied to everything from products to food or shared spaces. An over-

view of all the reviewed records is provided in Appendix Table A. Given the

spread of the reviewed records and distribution across outlets we conclude

that this sample provides a credible foundation for evaluating current research

across the field.
4.2 Assessing current design method research
Analysing the selected records in detail revealed the proposal of 18 methods,

with some methods containing multiple elements (e.g., a method and a tool)

resulting in a total of 25 methodological elements. Upon inspection, the evi-

dence presented within a record typically addressed all included elements, as

such we take the 18 records as our primary level of analysis. Evaluating these

provided important findings across the chain of evidence (Figure 1).
4.2.1 Method motivation
In this link of the chain (Figure 1) we evaluated the context of the need, the

need claim, and the supporting sample. The overall results for each of these

evaluation elements is summarised in Figure 3aec. Taken together, the major

insight in this link was that while 14 records claimed a valid or specific scale of

need (Figure 3b) emerging from a specific context (practice, research, or both)

(Figure 3a), only 3 reported the sample supporting these claims (Figure 3c).

Further, there was a general lack of maturity in need claims with only 3 records

claiming anything beyond validity, neglecting the scale and applicability of the

need. Together these leave significant gaps in the initial link in most records

and point to the potential for much clearer articulation of the scope of need

and the evidence supporting this.
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4.2.2 Method nature
In this link we evaluated the nature and purpose of the method type, as sum-

marised in Figures 3d and 3e. The reviewed records presented a total of 25

methodological artefacts, which included 2 principles, 7 approaches, 13 strict

methods, 1 tool, and 2 templates (Figure 3d). Notably 7 records proposed two

methodological artefacts as part of a wider proposal (e.g. a strict method and a

supporting tool). While all artefacts could be consistently characterised based

on Table 1 the nomenclature varied significantly across records. Further, 2 re-

cords did not report the intended target of the proposal. Thus, while most re-

cords were clear in their articulation of a specific purpose these results reveal a

critical need for alignment in terminology across the design literature.
4.2.3 Method development
In this link we evaluated the development process, supporting evidence, and its

associated sample, as summarised in Figures 3f and 3g. While we would not

expect the full scale to be utilised in the context of method development

(e.g., RCTs are rarelydif ever in the design contextdused for developmental

purposes) our results reveal a critical deficit in the chain of evidence. Specif-

ically, 12 records did not report on the evidence used as the basis for their

development process (Figure 3f). For those records that did report on evidence

used, one reported a research through design study, two a single case study,

two a multi-case study, and one an experiment. This again reveals a critical

lack of maturity in reporting practices with regards to the development pro-

cess. Thus, despite the acknowledged importance of understanding the basis

for developmental decision making in traditional design, this is currently not

reported in the context of method development.
4.2.4 Method content
In this link we evaluated the various aspects of method content as summarised

in Figure 3hep. Here, while all records provided some explanation of their

research basis there was significant inconsistency and incompleteness with

respect to the reporting of the method content itself. Specifically, no single re-

cord described all aspects of method content, with several elements notably ne-

glected. For example, 10 records did not provide goal rationale (Figure 3n)

and 7 did not provide specific goals (Figure 3h). Further, 13 records did not

describe the underlying method mindset (Figure 3o) and 7 did not even report

the prerequisites needed to complete the proposed method (Figure 3m). Again,

this reveals a lack of maturity in reporting and highlights the need for further

examination of what is needed to understand and use method proposals to in-

crease consistency in this critical link. It is surprising that even for perhaps the

most basic element of methodological proposalse their core contente report-

ing is so often lacking.
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4.2.5 Method claims and evidence
In this link we evaluated the claimed outcomes, their supporting evidence, and

associated samples, as summarised in Figure 3qes. These results revealed two

important insights. First, while 13 records reported on the efficacy of their pro-

posals and 5 reported effectiveness, none reported on dissemination

(Figure 3q). Second, of the 13 records making efficacy claims, 12 provided

some form of evidence (Figure 3r) but only 6 explicitly defined the sample

from which this was derived (Figure 3s). However, it is notable that 2 records

reported claims on both efficacy and effectiveness, including the evidence and

samples used. Hence, while examples of more complete reporting can be found

in the reviewed literature there is a critical lack of clarity in reporting the sup-

porting evidence and sample for method claims.
4.3 Summarising current design method research
Figure 3 provides a summary of the results from across the chain of evidence;

however, one critical insight should be highlighted based on the detailed re-

sults reported in this section. When the reviewed literature is taken as a whole,

there are major deficits in reporting in almost every link in the chain of evi-

dence (Figure 3). Yet, for all links at least one record was identified that clearly

reported the assessment elements (Table 1), with individual records often

providing complete and clear reporting of one or more specific links (however,

no record covered all links). Hence, within the reviewed records there is overall

recognition and reporting of all links in the chain of evidence, and evidence for

the emergence of possible best practices in each specific link. Thus, while there

is an evident lack of consistency and maturity across the reviewed records

there is also evidence for the possibility of improvement and the overall poten-

tial value to be derived from structuring the reporting of method proposals.
5 Discussion
We set out to better understand how design methods and their associated

claims can be assessed and subsequently ground current debate on method

credibility in design research. In answer to this, our results revealed that

even though some papers are quite complete in reporting specific links in the

chain of evidence (Figure 1), overall reporting is quite incomplete and never

complete (in a single paper) across all links in the chain. Taking two of the

most complete works as good examples, Stylidis, Wickman, and S€oderberg

(2020) propose a method for ranking attributes of perceived product quality

while Y. Lee, Breuer, and Schifferstein (2020) propose a set of food design

tools. Both works report to a moderate/high degree of maturity on the method

itself, its development, evidence supporting its efficacy and the need, yet do not

report the sample for the need nor on the dissemination of the method. Yet

these examples are exceptions with most cases offering relatively incomplete

reporting, reflected in the high numbers of ‘not reported’ results (red bars)
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Figure 3 (aes) Summary of results across the chain of evidence. Note: all y-axis reflect number of records and ) denotes multiple choice

assessment
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Figure 3 (continued)
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Figure 3 (continued)
in Figure 3aes. Overall, most of the reviewed papers do not provide the infor-

mation and/or evidence crucial to understanding the content and potential

impact of the method proposals and their development. In short, the chain

of evidence is often broken, with key links missing in most papers. Further,

these missing links are also typically not recognised in the limitations of these

papers.

Our findings reveal three major shortcomings highlighting the importance and

potential value of the proposed assessment framework for supporting self-

reflection, method assessment, and research evaluation: i) all links were found

when looking across the whole set of reviewed papers, but never complete in

individual papers; ii) for every link, potential ‘best’ practices were found, yet

most papers did not report or only superficially addressed each link; and iii)

where links were missing or otherwise incompletely addressed such deficits

were typically not reported in the limitations. However, it is important to

recognise that these results are perhaps not surprising given the lack of stan-

dards for method reporting in design research. Therefore, the positive excep-

tions highlighted (in completing most of the chain, in fully addressing

specific links, and in reflecting on relevant limitations) should be applauded

rather than the less complete examples criticized (see Table A for examples).

Thus, our results demonstrate the need for clear and complete standards of
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evidence in method research, as well as a more general need to take concerted

action towards developing the maturity of the field.
5.1 Limitations
Before discussing implications, it is important to consider the main limitations

of this work. First, the extent of the conceptual framework. The proposed

framework reflects a first step in assessing the whole evidence chain from

need to claimed impact; but does not deal with many other secondary factors

that can impact methods, such as embodiment, facilitation, staging, context of

deployment etc. and explicitly excludes interactions with exogenous factors

that can impact users’ perceptions of novelty, value, or wider uptake, such

as the method producer/promotor, its branding/marketing, and other posi-

tioning and promotion within the method market and wider ecosystem. How-

ever, given the lack of maturity in this area this still provides an important

contribution as evidenced by the findings reported in Figure 3, and a founda-

tion on which market facing and other exogenous assessment elements could

be built.

Second, the extent of the review. The review reflects current research in core

design research journals. This serves its purpose as we aimed to assess the

‘best’ current practices, which are fostered by rigorous peer review and edito-

rial oversight provided by the journal outlets. However, the reality is that most

methods are only proposed in books or conferences, which vary wildly in peer

review, editorial oversight, and ultimately quality and content. Thus, while our

work provides an important foundation for moving the field forward, we need

more work to really understand to what degree the ‘best’ represents the rest as

well as how this might have changed over time, and how standards can be

effectively deployed in the face of such varied outlets.
5.2 Implications and future research
Our work has several implications for method research, development, educa-

tion, and practice. First, in terms of method research and theory, our evalua-

tion, particularly of method content, highlights the potential for cross-cutting

theory to scaffold maturation of the research field. Specifically, our findings

show how increasing our understanding of the phenomenon underlying design

methods and their use can directly contribute to improvements in development

and reporting. While some elements were more consistently reported (such as

aspects of method content), many elements are still treated implicitly or not

reported at all (Figure 3). This inconsistency in reportingdeven in leading

design research journalsdalso emphasises the need for more systematic and

consistent peer review. In this context, our work could provide a general guide

for reviewers confronted with manuscripts involving method development,

and points to the need for further investigation of quality criteria in this

context, linking to the call for action in the recent Design Research Notes
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initiative (Cash, Isaksson, et al., 2022). Hence, key future research questions

include how method content interacts with the designer (as user of a method)

in context, how to understand the adaption necessary in translating and

embodying method content in practice, how the staging of methods might

impact outcomes, and how method research can be consistently reviewed.

Second, in terms of wider method research, our work highlights the need for

focused study of exogeneous factors affecting perceptions of methods and their

uptake. Specifically, there is a need to better understand how users perceive

methods (including evaluation of their novelty, relevance, and value in

context) and how this relates to method content, its reporting, dissemination,

and marketing. Further, there is a need to examine what other exogeneous fac-

tors impact method adoption and how these relate to the elements in Figure 1.

For example, little is known about the impact of the method producer, promo-

tor, or branding and marketing efforts on user uptake. Further, designers

don’t typically have time to try out multiple methods for a given project/

task, and hence need support in identifying and applying the most relevant

methods to their context, yet research on this meta level is, to the authors’

knowledge, lacking. As such, a logical follow-up to this work is an examina-

tion of the evidence and reasons for method adoption amongst method users

across contexts, including the impact of third-party actors in the method

ecosystem, such as design consultancies or university marketing teams. Hence,

key future research questions include how to understand exogenous factors

impacting method perception and adoption and how method research can

be tailored to engage with these without compromising quality.

Third, in terms of method development, there is currently no framework that

establishes what good methods are and how to develop and report them. As

such, our proposal for a chain of evidence (Figure 1) could form a foundation

for developing good practice in this context. A second aspect of this is to

acknowledge the contextual nature of method use, and to report what skills

are required to properly use the method and in what contexts the method is

best applied e and in what contexts we better refrain. Further, the systematic

assessment framework can be used ‘in reverse’ as a checklist when planning,

developing, and reporting methods. However, it is important to acknowledge

that this is not a meta-method for method development, and that such an

approach is an area for further research. Hence, key future research questions

include how to understand and report on method development processes

balancing generic and context specific elements and how best practices might

be further developed in this area.

Finally, in terms of societal, practice, and educational impact, methods often

target key challenges and include corresponding large-scale impact claims. Our

findings highlight the need for a more in-depth discussion of what constitutes

quality of methods and evidence in this context, and what types of research
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infrastructure are needed to be able to achieve such quality standards reliably.

Both policy makers and industry, for example, are more and more asking for

evidence-based methods (Alonso et al., 2020; Design Council, 2020), which are

proven to be actionable and effective. This is critical if design methods are to

be held up alongside methods developed in related fields such as engineering or

health. We need to show non-design sectors that deal with major societal chal-

lenges that our methods candand dodmake a difference and that they deliver

the promises we make. It is therefore crucial that future research continues to

examine how methods are adapted and applied, how implementation can be

understood in and across contexts, and how we can offer compelling evidence

of both methodological rigour and impact to diverse stakeholders.
6 Conclusions
We set out to better understand how design methods and their associated

claims can be assessed and subsequently ground current debate on method

credibility in design research. In doing so, we first developed a systematic

assessment framework for design methods (Table 1) built on a logical chain

of evidence from initial insights regarding the need to claimed impact

(Figure 1). Based on this, we reviewed all papers published in 2020 in leading

design research journals. Specifically, we examined whether papers that report

new methods provide the information necessary to define and evaluate the

proposed method and its development process, as well as support the claims

associated with this.

Our results revealed that while all links in the chain of evidence are reported

across the literature and best practices can be identified for each link, no indi-

vidual paper either reports all links or consistently achieves best practice.

While these findings might not be surprisingddue to the lack of current stan-

dards of evidence in this areadthey highlight the potential value of our pro-

posed assessment framework and point to critical implications for maturing

this central pillar of design research (impact).

Ultimately, we started with the question, ‘what’s in a claim’, and can conclude

with the realisation, that while the answer is complex and multifaceted (Table

1) it is also tractable in design research (with many positive examples of good-

dyet patchydpractice across the field). Our work thus provides a foundation

for evaluating method research, demonstrates the need for clear and complete

standards of evidence in this area, and highlights directions for future method

research.
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Appendix.

ncluded in the systematic review
ation Title Example of
complete reporting

in links:

d Browne Design thinking for practice-based intervention:
Co-producing the change points toolkit to unlock
(un)sustainable practices

� Motivation

� Development

� Content

� Claims:

effectiveness

ettersson,
)

Enacting metaphors to explore relations and
interactions with automated driving systems

� Development

� Claims: efficacy

Tervo (2020) What can we share? A design game for developing
the shared spaces in housing

� Development

ati, and
020)

Living Artefacts: Conceptualizing Livingness as a
Material Quality in Everyday Artefacts

m (2020) Routinoscope: Collaborative Routine Reflection
for Routine-Driven Do-It-Yourself Smart Homes

� Content

� Claims: efficacy

� Claims:

effectiveness

uer, &
2020)

Supporting Food Design Processes: Development
of Food Design Cards

� Development

� Claims: efficacy

� Claims:

effectiveness

ou, Duffy,
night, and

A network science-based assessment
methodology for robust modular system
architectures during early conceptual design

� Claims:

effectiveness

ien, Shea,
ic (2020)

A top-down method for the derivation of metrics
for the assessment of design automation potential

� Claims:

effectiveness

jiako (2020) An integrated ISM-MICMAC approach for
modelling and analysing dependencies among
engineering parameters in the early design phase

� Motivation

namurty,
Steudel

Early design stage selection of best manufacturing
process

, & Fang, Improving early stage system design under the
uncertainty in reliability-wise structure

� Motivation

. (2020) Perceived quality of products: a framework and
attributes ranking method

� Development

� Content

� Claims: efficacy

n, Etienne,
Burgat (2020)

Product design improvement by a new similarity-
index-based approach in the context of
reconfigurable assembly processes

,
mo, and
(2020)

The player-interface method: a structured
approach to support product-service systems
concept generation

(continued on next page)
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Table A (continued )

Journal Citation Title Example of
complete reporting

in links:

The Design
Journal

G€uneş (2020) Extracting Online Product Review Patterns and
Causes: A New Aspect/Cause Based Heuristic for
Designers

Rodgers, Mazzarella, and
Conerney (2020)

Interrogating the Value of Design Research for
Change

Celikoglu, Krippendorff,
and Ogut (2020)

Inviting Ethnographic Conversations to Inspire
Design: Towards a Design Research Method

� Development

Jacobs et al. (2020) Made-Up Rubbish: Design Fiction as a Tool for
Participatory Internet of Things Research

� Claims: efficacy

Evaluating design metho
Notes
1. ‘Method content’ is here deliberately separated from ‘method use’, to stress that methods

can have all the proper ingredients yet fail to deliver when used improperly or under the

wrong circumstances.
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